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CAREER SUMMARY  

Experienced professional with a diverse background in marketing, data analysis, graphic design, 
systems-based training, product implementation, journalism specialising in news and politics across print, 
digital, radio and video media. Passionate about everything I put my mind to, with a proven track record 
of success in social media and content creation, especially in corporate and community-driven fields. A 
natural critical thinker and effective communicator.

ART DIRECTOR / SOCIAL MEDIA MANAGER
STAR OBSERVER NEWSPAPER
2005 - 2014

As the head Graphic Designer and Art Director Coordinator for the Sydney and Melbourne-based Star Observer 
publications, a former weekly newspaper turned monthly print magazine, my role included the coordination of 
editorial and sales teams to ensure deadlines were met, along with designing the publication and managing other 
designers in the creation of the publication. Additionally, the role included the development, management, and 
creation of social media content to maintain brand consistency and grow engagement.

· Graphic design/Art direction

· Digital publication marketing

· Website management

· Social media management

· Content creation

· Community management

· Photoshoot management

· Article writing/news reporting

ART DIRECTOR / SOCIAL MEDIA MANAGER
DNA MAGAZINE
2014 - 2018

Working as the Art Director and Social Media Manager for an internationally published magazine in a fast-paced 
environment, governed by tight daily deadlines, required structure and discipline. This included setting up multiple 
processes to streamline workflow between editorial teams, sales teams, content creators, and management of 
models, all while managing brand integrity, designing the magazine layout cover-to-cover, creating daily digital 
content, and analysing data to ensure the right content was delivered to the consumer.

· Graphic design/Art direction

· Photoshoot management

· Video production

· Community management

· Influencer and model coordination

· PR, Creative writing, and copywriting

· Digital publication marketing

· Website management

· Social media management

· Article writing/news reporting

· Content Creation

SOCIAL MEDIA, SPONSORSHIP & MODEL MANAGER
AUSSIEBUM
2018 - 2019

Specialising in social media content creation and strategic planning, along with model management for brand 
and influencer marketing.

· Content creation

· Video editing

· Live stream broadcasting

· Marketing copy, newsletters and media releases

· Influencer community and model coordination

· Social media management

VOLUNTRY WORK

From my high school years until now, I have honed my broadcasting skills through extensive volunteer 
work as a radio broadcaster. My focus has been on delivering engaging news, conducting interviews, 
conducting research, and analysing political issues with a educational and sometimes lighthearted, 
humorous twist. Additionally, my experience in this field extends to station management, audio 
production, program producing, website development, podcasting, and implementing a podcast/
on-demand platform. I have also had the opportunity to train other presenters, which has further 
strengthened my leadership and communication abilities.

WORK HISTORY



SOCIAL MEDIA, GRAPHIC DESIGN & BRAND MANAGEMENT
DG INSTITUTE
2019

Initially employed by DG Institute to take over the role of Marketing Manager as the current manager was moving 
to a newly created role in the business. My responsibilities at DG Institute were to streamline brand management 
and ensure consistency across the business’s corporate look and feel. This included all social media, videos, sales 
correspondence, marketing material, products, live events, training, along with video and presentation production.

· Social media strategy

· Social media analysis and growth

· Strategic planning - product and marketing

· Brand management

· Content creation

· Video editing

· Blog and article writing

· Marketing copy and media releases

· Media Training

Reason for leaving: Whilst I enjoyed working at DG Institute, I was offered a considerable pay increase to take on 

MARKETING MANAGER
THE INSTITUTE OF APPLIED PSYCHOLOGY
2019-2020

Employed as Marketing Manager employed to streamline the brand management, as well as digital marketing 
and ensuring consistency accross social media, sales correspondence, products, live events, training website and 
marketing material, along with video and presentation production.

There I also helped improve information sessions so they were marketed towards sales results and the trained sales 
team in understanding marketing and better understanding customer needs.  

· Social media strategy

· Social media analysis and growth

· Strategic planning - product and marketing

· Brand management

· Content creation 

· Video editing

· Blog and article writing

· Marketing copy, newsletters and media releases

· Training Sales Team

· Media Training

Reason for leaving: Covid-19 along with the opportunity to start my own business.

VIDEO EDITOR / CONTENT CREATOR / PUPPETEER
ALL FELT PUPPETS
2020 - CURRENT

Puppetry has always been a passion project, until the demand for personalised, business, and corporate video 
content creation rose during the Covid-19 pandemic. I was able to turn my puppetry into a professional business 
with my own brand of puppets, along with skills in video editing, writing, content creation, and marketing. In just 
over 2 years, I have been booked to create over 5000+ unique videos for clients all over the world.
 

· Customer Service

· Marketing

· Advertising

· Script Writing

· Puppetry/Acting/Character Voice Work

· Video Editing

· Live Zoom Performances

· Client Management

· B2B Website Creation

· Business Management

· Booked for a Sketch Appearance on US Late Night TV Show Jimmy Kimmel Live

Corporate Businesses I’ve had the pleasure to work with to create video content or advertising material for:

Troy and the All Felt Puppets gang are quick-witted, hilarious, and working with the team is the epitome of professionalism! 
Thank you for producing nearly a dozen different videos for our 3-day global event. The team absolutely adored the puppets 

and couldn’t wait until the next video... Thank you for adding tons of joy to our event! - Meirav Rotstein, Google USA

Reason for looking for a new job: My business boomed as a result of Covid, with cost of living impacts across the 
world, especially in the US where the majority of my business comes from, things have slowed down, and it’s time 
for a new adventure.

Puppetry / Content creation

Social media news content

Event promotion videos
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nce-upon-a-time, a handsome Italian-
Australian was runner-up on a little show 
called Australian Idol. Since 2004, Anthony 

Callea has scored the fastest selling single by an 
Australian artist (The Prayer), met his future husband 
during a production of RENT and was accidentally outed 
by a traffic reporter.

A decade on, Anthony and Tim have married (in New 
Zealand), he’s re-signed to his original record company, 
who dropped him after the outing, and with ARIA #1 
Hits In Symphony, is aiming to repeat the chart-topping 
performance of 2016’s Backbone album. 

Anthony’s also mad as hell about his homeland’s 
shameful refusal to recognise gay marriage and is not 
prepared to play nice anymore. Marc Andrews reports.

DNA: Gay marriage in Australia – the postal survey, 
the hate campaign, the waste of money – how are 
you feeling about it all?
Anthony Callea: I’m more embarrassed, and 
disappointed, than angry. That marriage equality 
is still even a topic of discussion in this country… 
Our government, people who have been put in these 
positions to represent all Australians and the welfare of 
human rights, they should be ashamed of themselves. 
When marriage becomes legal in Australia, will you 
and Tim get re-hitched here?
Tim and I were married in New Zealand and to us, 
our friends, family and peers, our marriage is just as 
legitimate and honest and truthful as any heterosexual 
married couple’s marriage. We have been together 
for nearly 10 years and married for nearly three years 
and no one, including our government, will take that 
away from us and make us feel unworthy of celebrating 
that love. Our government just needs to catch up and 
stop these political games; their poor leadership is 
damaging. Would we remarry? No, but it would be nice 
for our marriage to be legally recognised in this country 
as it already is in many countries around the world.
Is your family comfortable now with you being gay 
and having a partner?
They have always been comfortable, and Tim is not 
seen as my partner, but is treated as my husband. I’m 
lucky. Me being me, and my relationship with Tim, 
has never been seen any differently to my family and 
friends. Education, understanding, love and respect 
allows this to happen. Don’t get me wrong, I don’t take 
this for granted. I owe a lot of my happiness and the 
growing tolerance and understanding of LGBTI–plus 
people to the pioneering advocates and crusaders 
who, for decades, have been fighting for equality. So 
many beautiful and selfless individuals and groups 
who, not only then but still today, constantly stand up 
and fight for equality and love. I know it’s not easy for 
some, and people struggle everyday with just wanting 
to be accepted and loved, but we are all certainly 
heading in the right direction. No one is born a hater 
or with prejudice. The younger generation will have 
the greater power and strength in years to come. 
How’s family life for you at the moment?
Could not be better. My brother has taken the limelight, 
even though I know he’s always been the favorite but 
don’t tell him that, as he and his wife are expecting 

“Our       government
should be        
   ashamed!”

O

anthonycallea.com
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their first child in November. I absolutely adore my 
brother and I was the first person he told. It’s the first 
for our side of the family and I’m going to be a kick-
ass uncle. I have already bought gifts and don’t even 
know if it’s a boy or girl! My first role as gay uncle 
will be to teach it how to make up a mean espresso 
martini [laughs]. Yep, priorities!
Has the subject of kids come up with Tim yet?
Yes, we get asked all the time. At this point in our 
lives, we don’t want kids. We’re happy to be fabulous 
uncles and we are to four kids on Tim’s side, even 
though we constantly miss their birthdays and try 
to make up for it with vouchers or cash! Yes, I had to 
teach Tim that it’s not insulting to give cash as a gift. 
Italians do it all the time. In fact, we prefer it!
What advice would you give to an LGBTI 
performer starting out now in showbiz who is 
unsure whether to come out?
I don’t think the question is “whether to come out”. 
We should be encouraging and allowing people 
to be comfortable, happy and love themselves 
first and foremost. When you are 100 percent 
comfortable in your own skin, it’s a beautiful 
thing and naturally you are you. I don’t like the 
pressure of coming out that is put on so many 
people. My straight friends didn’t have to come out 
being straight. Love and accept yourself and the 
important people will follow suit! 
When you look back on your career what do you 
wish you had done differently? 
Not listen to certain people but, hey, I was young 
and never had botox… yes, botox fixes everything! 
Seriously, I wouldn’t change anything, as such, 
because it allowed me to get to where I am. Young 
artists starting out need to be mentored and nurtured, 
not only from a career perspective but in life. 
You’re up to album number seven. Who says you 
can’t forge a proper career out of a reality TV? 
There’s two types of reality TV. There’s the likes of 
Dancing With The Stars or I’m A Celebrity, Get Me 
Out Of Here and there’s Australian Idol; an iconic 
show that uncovered the talents of many brilliant 
artists who are still kicking goals today. It had heart, 
soul and integrity and many of the people behind 
the scenes had the right intention, a rarity in TV. It’s 
a shame Australian Idol is not on our screens today. 
I’ve experienced both types of reality TV but let’s just 
say I won’t be jumping out of a helicopter or sharing 
a campsite with Fev [footballer Brendan Fevola] 
or Shane Warne [cricketer] again anytime soon. I 
bloody loved that experience but, man, roughing it 
in the African jungle is not in my DNA!
Thirteen years later and you’re still going strong. 
What has that process been like?
Thank you… It’s been a unique 13 years since I 
walked out onto that Idol stage. I definitely haven’t 
loved every minute but I wouldn’t change it for the 
world. I wake up everyday and remind myself that 
I’m extremely lucky, my job is not really a job, it’s 
what I love and was born to do. 
What inspired the new Symphony album?
As a singer who loves live performance more than 
anything else, and thrives on it, recording an album 
with the Melbourne Symphony Orchestra in one of 
the finest concert halls in the country is something 

I have been wanting to do for years. Not to mention 
the concert to launch the album. Not many people 
can say they have recorded an album with a world-
class symphony orchestra, but it was on my bucket 
list and I wasn’t going to give up until it happened. I 
feel extremely honoured and it’s a privilege to have 
my hometown symphony orchestra collaborate with 
me. I can’t wait to bring it to life in concert.
What was the process of picking the songs? 
Basically, Australia helped me put these songs 
together as these songs have all hit #1 on the 
Australian music charts. They’re songs that have 
played a part in our lives over the years and I 
wanted to deliver them in a way that was unique, 
epic and soaring. This album is truly special and I 
could not be more in love with it.
A George Michael track made the cut. You’ve 
previously done a whole album of his songs. The 
tribute continues?
Yes, George Michael and his music have greatly 
influenced me from the beginning. His vocals, 
music, lyrics and interpretations were brilliant – his 
was a talent we will never see again, but one that 
will always be celebrated and respected. I had to 
include Jesus To A Child on this album. It would 
have been wrong not to.
Do any of the songs have sentimental 
significance for you?
I recorded Rain 13 years ago. It was my second #1 
and I have always loved it, but 13 years ago I was a 
different person. I was young, didn’t have as much 
life experience under my belt and probably didn’t 
appreciate the essence of music as much as I do now. I 
needed to bring this song to the foreground again, but 
from a 34-year-old, married gay man’s perspective.
Were any of the songs played at your wedding ? 
I don’t think I would be playing my own music at my 
wedding – that would be a little self-indulgent, don’t 
you think [laughs]? However, feel free to go full throttle 
and overkill my music at my funeral. I want it to be all 
about me, me, me – music, a symphony orchestra, an 
after-party with espresso martinis on tap. 
Are you planning on kicking the bucket?
No, I’m not!
Does hubby Tim know about these plans?
[Laughs] Yep, Tim knows the brief and my 
expectations…!
Who’s been the person who’s guided you the most 
through the last decade of success? 
There have been a few people in my life who 
challenge the way I think in a great, healthy way 
and I know they have my back and best interests. 
I rely on my parents, Tim, and a couple friends to 
bounce ideas off and ask for their advice. 
We met you through TV, we’ve seen you succeed, 
come out, get married… but what’s something that 
might still surprise people about you?
I hate flying. I’ve become better over the years but 
still need a scotch to knock the edge off. I’m also an 
absolute clean-freak, which drives Tim crazy. I also 
don’t eat lamb and I have never eaten peanut butter 
in my life. Random, I know!

MORE: ARIA #1 Hits In Symphony is released 
through Sony Music. For more go to www.

Tim and 
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married 
in New 
Zealand 
but it but it 
would be 
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ORCHESTRAL CALLEA
ANT’S COLLABORATION WITH THE 
MELBOURNE SYMPHONY. 
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